Applied Theology

CL 203—The Orthodox Canonical Tradition (Rentel)

Required Textbooks

Required Reading

CPE 101—Introduction to Clinical Pastoral Education (Budica)

Required Textbooks

Required Reading

HO 204—Introduction to Homiletics: From Scripture to Spoken Word (Halvorsen)

Required Textbooks

Required Reading

**PT 205—Introduction to Pastoral Theology (Solak)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*


**PT 319—Ministry in a Multi-Faith Context (LeMasters)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None
Biblical Studies

**NT 102—New Testament Introduction (Barnet)**

*Required Textbooks*

*Reserve Reading*

**NT 345 (445)—Paul and His Churches in the Age of Syncretism (Par森尼奥)**

*Required Textbooks*

*Reserve Reading*

**OT 100—Introduction to Scripture (Pentiuc)**

*Required Textbooks*

**Reserve Reading**
None

### Historical Studies

**CH 110—History of the Church until the Fall of Byzantium (Rentel)**

**Required Textbooks**

**Reserve Reading**
None

**PA 313 (413)—St Irenaeus (Behr)**

**Required Textbooks**

**Reserve Reading**

**PA 431—St Gregory of Nyssa (Behr)**

**Required Textbooks**

**Reserve Reading**


Van Dam, Raymond. *Kingdom of Snow: Roman Rule and Greek Culture in Cappadocia*. (DS156.C3 V36 2002)


**Languages and Writing Instruction**

**AR 013—Introductory Arabic (El Massih)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None

**AR 017—Intermediate Arabic (Ozone)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None

**BL 201—Introduction to New Testament Greek (Barnet)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None

**BL 301—Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (Pentiuc)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None
BL 313—The Letters of John ( Parsenios)

**Required Textbooks**


**Required Reading**

MA 301—Introductory Malayalam (Daniel)

**Required Textbooks**

KurbanaKramam (Malayalam-English)
KurbanaThaksa (Malayalam-English)

**Required Reading**
None

Liturgy

LI 021—Liturgical Practice of the Orthodox Church in America (Tosi)

**Required Textbooks**


Hieratikon: *Office Book for Priest and Deacon*. South Canaan, PA: St Tikhon’s Seminary Press. ISBN: 978-0990502920. ($38.00)

OCA Liturgical Calendar [2013 Edition]. ($30.00)


**Required Reading**
None

LI 021A—Liturgical Practice of the Antiochian Archdiocese of North America (Zain)

**Required Textbooks (see instructor before purchasing textbooks)**


Reserve Reading
None

LI 033 — Sacramental Discipline and Practice of the Orthodox Church in America (Rentel and Aleandro)

Required Textbooks
Schmemann, Alexander. Confession and Communion. Report to the Holy Synod of Bishops of the Orthodox Church in America. Syosset, NY: The Orthodox Church in America, 1972. No ISBN. ($2.00)
Soroka, Igor, ed. Service for Those Fallen Asleep “Panikhida.” South Canaan, PA: St Tikhon’s Seminary Press. ISBN: 978-1878997388. ($10.00)

Reserve Reading
None

LM 030—Liturgical Music of the Orthodox Church in America (Freeman and Russin)

Required Textbooks
None

Reserve Reading
None

LM 030A—Byzantine Chant of the Antiochian Archdiocese of North America (El Massih)

Required Textbooks
None

Reserve Reading
None

LT 343 (443)—Liturgy and Scripture (White)

Required Textbooks


Reserve Reading

**Systematic Theology**

**DT 456—Contextual Theologies (Bouteneff)**

*Required Textbooks*

None

*Reserve Reading*


**SP 101—Introduction to the Spiritual Life (Behr)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*

None

**SP 376—The Apocalypse in Literature (K. Behr)**

*Required Textbooks*


**Reserve Reading**
None

**ST 201—The Rise of Orthodox Systematic Theology in the Twentieth Century (Bouteneff)**

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**
None

**ST 320 (420)—Faith and Science (Halvorsen)**

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**


**ST 338—Orthodox Identity and Difference (Bouteneff)**

*Required Textbooks*
None

*Reserve Reading*
None